Social Media Policy
The Thunder FC Social Media Policy & Guidelines

This policy governs the publication of and commentary on social media by volunteers, and
Members of Thunder FC. For the purposes of this policy, social media means any facility for
online publication and commentary, including without limitation blogs, wiki's, social networking
sites such as Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, Flickr, and YouTube. This policy is in
addition to and complements any existing or future policies regarding the use of technology,
computers, e-mail and the internet.
Club volunteers and Members are free to publish or comment via social media in accordance
with this policy. Club employees are subject to this policy to the extent they identify themselves
as an employee of the club (other than as an incidental mention of place of employment in a
personal blog on topics unrelated to the Club).
Publication and commentary on social media carries similar obligations to any other kind of
publication or commentary. All uses of social media must follow the same ethical standards
that the Club must otherwise follow.
Respect
All members acting in a volunteer or professional capacity must adhere to the respect in sport
guidelines in any references or comments regarding the club, competitions or events in which
we participate or the club is affiliated with.
Don't Tell Secrets
It's perfectly acceptable to talk about your work and have a dialog with the community, but it's
not okay to publish confidential information. Confidential information includes things such as

unpublished details about our financial information, upcoming projects, membership, research,
and trade secrets.
Protect your own privacy
Privacy settings on social media platforms should be set to allow anyone to see profile
information similar to what would be on the club website. Other privacy settings that might
allow others to post information or see information that is personal should be set to limit
access. Be mindful of posting information that you would not want the public to see.

